We consider an open question in applied price theory: Without a priori knowledge of a firm's cost function or a consumers indirect utility function, is it possible to estimate price and sUbstitution elasticities consistently by observing a demand system? As the work of White (1980) , Guilkey, Lovell, and Sickeles (1981) , and others has shown, ordinary flexible functional forms such as the Translog cannot achieve this objective. We find that if one is prepared to assume that elasticities of sUbstitution cannot oscillate wildly over the region of interest then consistent estimation is possible using the Fourier flexible form provided the number of fitted parameters increases as the number of observations increases. This result obtains with any of the commonly used statistical methods, as examples: multivariate least squares, maximum likelihood, and three--stage least squares. It obtains if the number of fitted parameters is chosen adaptively by observing the data or chosen deterministically according to some fixed rule. We approach the problem along the classical lines of estimability considerations as used in the study of less than full rank linear statistical models and thereby discover that the problem has a fascinating structure which we explore in detail.
Introduction and Main Result
Let q denote an N-vector of commodities when a consumer's demand functions are observed or an N-vector of factor inputs when a firm's derived demand functions are observed; let p denote the vector of corresponding prices; and let c = p'q be either the consumer's cost necessary to achieve utility level u or the firm's cost to achieve output level u.
Suppose that the problem is that of consumer demand and let g(x) with where the notation is as before. Again, as before, the quantities of interest can be computed for a given x fro~the first and second derivatives of g(x).
Again, knowledge of first derivatives to within a scalar multiple will suffice as if gO(x) is linear homogeneous in its first N arguments and if (%x. )gO(x) = a(x)(%x. )g(x) then it follows that 1( o2/ox . ox .)gO(x) = a(x)(o2/ox . ox .)g(x) for i,j=I,2, .
•. ,N. To show this, usẽ J~J the fact that a linear homogeneous function satisfies which implies that a(x) = gO (x)/g(x)
To allow the consumer's indirect utility function to depend on demographic or other characteristics as well as cost normalized prices pic, let x have dimension k~N, it being understood tha-c the first N componen-cs of x contain the vector p/c. 1et 7g(x) denote the N-vector obtained by differentiating
Similarly for the firm's cost function in which case the first N components of x contain the vector p and the rest of x contains output and other covaria~es. k .
Let r denote that subset of R fro:n which the observed x t are to be drawn. vie shall assume that r is bounde~open and convex and that no vector in the closure i corresponds to a zero price for same commodity.
In the same vein, it is possible that only a subvector of the cost share It is necessary to impose restrictions on the limiting behavior of the sequence x1'~"" . We use the notion of Cesaro sum generators which had its beginnings in Jennrich (1969), and Malinvaud (1970) , and reached its present form in Gallant and Holly (1980) .
Definition (Gallant and Holly, 1980) 
For example,~might be all functions of the Translog form The estimator itself may be defined as g in q that minimizes s (g) .
n
The sample objective function s (g) has an almost sure limit s(g,g*) and g is (Burguete, Gallant, and Souza, 1982) . Whether or not for same ct(x) >0 depends on the in"Ceraction between the sample objective :'unc"t:'on * s (g) and the reduced form Y(e,x,g). But it is obviously the minimal identin fication condition to require of a statistical estimation procedure.
Identification Condition. Assumptions 1 and 2 suffice for the sample objective function s (g) to have almost sure limit s(g,g*) for any g tha"C n generates continuous cost share functions upon application of either Shephard'l emma or noyls identity. Moreover, this convergence is uniform in g ove~3ny family * that is indexed by a compact metric space e and for which corresponding cost shares si(xl~) and derivatives (a/ax)st(xIA) are continuous in (X,8) .
Then the condition is that
for all x s r where O'(x) > 0 on r .
To have a compact notation for high order partial derivatives, let where A= (AI' Az"'"~) has non-negative integers as components and is the order of the partial derivatives; when A is the zero vector take
We shall assume that the elasticities of substitution cr •• (x) do not J oscillate wildly over r. This seems innocuous as if one really believed that elasticities were subject to extreme variation then there would be little point to trying to estimate them. The easiest way to impose this restriction is to require that the first order partial derivatives of g(x) are bounded away from zero and that all derivatives through the third order are bounded from above in absolute value.
For either consumer or factor demand, prices and quantities can be rescaled arbitrarily as long as cost shares remain invariant. This rescaling amounts to no more than a change in the units in which a co~~odity is multi-indexes being vectors k of dimension k whose elements are integers. a . The rule of formation of the sequence [k a } need not concern us here, it is set forth in Gallant (1981) and can be automated (Monahan, 1981) . K is the degree of the trigonometric polynomial meaning that
Thus A and J can be viewed as depending on K and could be written as A K and J~.
Consistent estimation Gbtains by letting the fitted number of~arameters depend on the sample size n. Equi valen'Cly, le'C the degree K of g:<(:.:: 18) depe::i on n. Now this dependence may be according to some fixed rule such as K =.rn or may be adaptive such as letting K depend on the outcome of a n n statistical test. For example, increase K when a lack of fit test rejects the current model. We refer to the former as a deterministic rule and the latter as an adaptive rule. In either event, consistency obtains. When the Fourier form is used to approximate a cost function, a log transformation of the data is convenient ; let 1,. (x) = .tn x. + l,n a. The parameter A is to be thought of as being infinite dimensional hereafter. One wishes to find some function such that x'S is unbiased for any x in the estimation space. Now, one can thin-~of a point x in the estimation space either as a point in R P or as a point a in R r given by a= (a l ,a 2 , ••• ,a ) with x=r.: la.x. it r~=~m akes no difference. rNhen passing to the infinite dimensional case it is essential to take the latter view and focus on the coordinates (al, .
•• ,a r ) of a point in the estimation space. Also, one can think of e as being a vector in R P or as being a linear~~ctional defined over the estimation space by r '!2 <a,6> = t. la.x. IioĨ =~Ã gain, when passing to the infinite dimensional case, it is the latter view that is the more useful. If we adopt these two points of view: a point in the estimation space is represented by its coordinates a, not by its components x, and e is to be thought of as a linear functional, not as a point in R P , then the classical problem is restated as: One is permitted to observe a linear functional e evaluated at selected points at in the estimation space plus error t = 1,2, ... ,n.
,.
One wishes to find some mapping e of the observations into the space of linear ... functionals on the estimation space such that <a,~is unbiased for <8,6> at all points a in the esti:na"tion space.
These are the thoughts tha"t guide intuition and lead us to pose the problem of csnsistent es"tima"tion of a price, income, or substitution elasticity as follo",.;s. Proof. By Alaoglu I s theorem (Royden, 1963, Ch. 10 J~J-')CXl j Footnotes 1. The consistency proof given by Burguete, Gallant, and Souza (1982) requires that the class q consist of parametric functions of the form g(xle) where e is restricted to some finite dimensional, compact set e. Effectively, the contribution of this paper will be to eliminate the restriction that e be finite dimensional. 
